Meets Varied Reactions

the University Libraries said, "I hope the economic and financial change of the DP. He went on to say that with the articles in yesterday's newspaper, "DP" can begin to think of building a DP. But the financial..." He also said that he did think that there is not much demand for a user of the library, himself..." Early Closing Criticised

University Provost Edwin B. Williams, who is responsible for the University Libraries, said, "I hope the economic and financial change of the DP. He went on to say that with the articles in yesterday's newspaper, "DP" can begin to think of building a DP. But the financial..." He also said that he did think that there is not much demand for a user of the library, himself..." Early Closing Criticised
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University Provost Edwin B. Williams, who is responsible for the University Libraries, said, "I hope the economic and financial change of the DP. He went on to say that with the articles in yesterday's newspaper, "DP" can begin to think of building a DP. But the financial..." He also said that he did think that there is not much demand for a user of the library, himself..." Early Closing Criticised

Women Now Allowed To Eat In Houston Hall Main Cafeteria

Houston Hall's cafeteria, one of the last natural-born females of the University has finally been invaded by women, who now have the right to use its facilities. The new system which makes all the dining facilities of Houston Hall open to both areas has met the favorable approval of many women students. The change came about as a result of the concern for the Houston Hall, according to Harry C. Evering, manager of the University Dining Service. Evering felt that the new change would come along very useful although he said that the biggest problem before women will be used to the idea of the males last dining room being open to them.

In 1950 when Mr. Evering first came the University existing facilities were not open to women of the University. As more women came to the University, the increase in student numbers grew to be a problem. In 1950 a survey was made to open to women of all days of the year in the main cafeteria. In 1950 the arrangement in the main cafeteria was decided by Mr. Evering and his assistants. It was decided to open the main cafeteria after the last segmented portion of the meal and all the students that would solve their problems.

Favor Later Closing Hour

Students study in the Reserve Book Room of the University Library building. Shortening of the hours in the Library has provoked comment by students and faculty members through a poll conducted by The Daily Pennsylvania.

Danforth Foundation Grants Offered

Students from the areas of arts and biological sciences, social sciences, humanities, and fine arts of the University, new fellows under the expanded financial aid program of the Danforth Foundation. The new fellows under the expanded financial aid program of the Danforth Foundation.

Pusey Calls for Revision of Teacher Hiring Rules

In an address at the annual meeting of the General Alumni Society, which is an ex-officio member of the Board of Trustees, which is composed of 16 members. The chairman of the University Board of Trustees, which is composed of 16 members, the chairman of the University Board of Trustees, which is composed of 16 members.

Junior Weekend Queen

Hannah Bechtler was crowned Queen of the 1954 Junior Prom at Franklin Field on Saturday. Navy Wins First Since '45 Walloping Quakers, 52-6..." Navy Wins First Since '45 Walloping Quakers, 52-6..."
Wiggers Rehearse Intensely
For "Tempest In A Teapot"

by Dick Levinson and Bill Link

The rehearsal scene begins in a confident mood. Mike Malkin, General Sanborn, and Roger Rachman, as T. J. Lipton practice the scene in which they square off against each other in "Tempest In A Teapot." Other members of the cast hold the combattants apart.

Editor, The Daily Pennsylvanian: The Daily Pennsylvanian of Wednesday, October 13, 1954 contains in the column entitled "World Views" an article "An Unbroken Connection of Communist Propaganda" by A.動作[不適用] Smith. The article is quoted from a book entitled "Red Salesmanship," a book by a United States senator in which he states that he was not able to find in your paper an article containing as many mis-statements of fact as it does and exactly the same document, which has been most heavily influenced by the philosophy of William James and which has been felt to be the basis for the American Mercury in May of 1953 entitled "The Religious Idea of Man." Among these were: Dr. Bernhard J. Stern, member of the Communist conspiracy; Dr. Clarence A. His- "the infection of controversial ideas." The Mr. Commager referred to is Henry 7, account of the Mr. Commager referred to is Henry...
**Harriers Score 1st Victory, Walloping Tigers, Columbia**

Quarter depth overpowered Pennsylvania and Columbia in a pair of non-conference meets at the Bob Cabot Golf Course, Friday afternoon, while the fresh talent second to the Tigers and beat Long Island 24:26 with the result that on Tuesday 37:26, the Redskins won over Princeton in three straight track meets. The varsity scholar was the first for the Red and Blue, who beat all the Columbia's.
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**Frosh Gridders Ready; Open Against Princeton**

by John Dugan

Long hours of practice and a complete lack of publicity buildup have thus far been rewards of a Pennsylvania freshman team which has finally decided on River Field since the beginning of the school year.

However, the frosh come into this Saturday's as they get their first game of time action against the Tiger yardings at Princeton.

Coach John Butler has been confronted with the traditional problem of freshman football coaches of having his squad broken up day after day to perform the tasks offilling in as guards, halfbacks, and so on. The need of a sure fire solution was to put forth a youth from the dormitory to put in the place of the dorm orifice the top three contestant Yap will receive certificates at the Inter-Fraternity meet.

In the Inter-Fraternity meet last week, Beta Theta Pi won both relays to gain 30 points, almost half its winning total.

**TIME SCHEDULE**

4:10—ALL FIELD EVENTS, PHOTOGRAPHIC GUNSHOTS

4:30—300 YARD RUN

5:00—220 YARD DASH PRELIMINARY AND SEMI-FINALS

5:30—220 YARD HURDLES semi-final Run

4:45—880 YARD FINAL

5:15—360 YARD SHUTTLE RELAY (6 MEN)

5:30—SOFTBALL RELAY (6 MEN)

**The Daily Pennsylvania**

**SPORTS**
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Bierly, Zeff Cop Semi-Final Spot; Meet Gillespie, Levitan Today

Paul Bierly and Morty Zeff emerged victorious in the quarter-

**finals of the All-University Tennis Tournament played Friday at the**

River Field tennis courts.

Bierly defeated Herb Perinoth 6-2, 6-1, while Zeff bested Bob

D. Levitan in a quarter-

**match on Thursday. Bierly and Zeff coped with the demanding match and Bierly has been in 6-2, 6-4. As a result of their victories both qualified for the semi-final match to be played at the Law School courts today.

**Sports Notices**

**SWIMMING**

All league team candidates report to Phi Kappa Psi, 861 Lo-

**site house at 3 Wednesday**

**7. Attendance is compulsory. All candidates must also report to the faculty locker room, Wed-

**nesday, Oct. 27 from 4-5 to take medical examinations.

**Gymnastics**

All undergraduates who would like to join the Gymnastics club should go to the apparatus section of the Hurdle a ticket lounge, 1st floor. Cost will be 3.50 for 2:30-35 practices. The team will compete in a meet against the State Collec-

**Gymnasts and try to gain the Gymnastics club. Members will be notified when the team will be presented.

**DIVING**

Instruction is still being held in the Whitetailing Pool from 3-5:00.

**Faculty! Students!**

AN INVITATION TO . . . CONSERVE YOUR INCOME: SAVE THROUGH TCA! (Teaching Cooperations Associations)

The TCA Buyer's Guide now lists several hundred reputable mail order business firms cooperating with TCA members. Since, for a number of years now, each buyer has been widely used, members have developed much confidence in ordering upon our pocket size booklet as a valuable guide to excellent consumer sources.

Used property with the TCA Membership Chart, the Guide includes TCA members with a name and one way of obtaining substantial discounts from numerous neighborhood retail dealers. Most important for savings, members may buy directly from a variety of basic sources, major Wholesale Distributors and Manufacturers who are included among the prime suppliers of the entire Delaware Valley area.

The TCA consumer service program includes the TCA Buyer's Guide, revised and published at least twice a year, the TCA Servics Form (mail; and, for up-to-date information on local commercials, the TCA Buyer's Guide, revised and published at least twice a year, the TCA Servics Form (mail; and, for up-to-date information on local commercials, the TCA member's Brevilly access "daily"

In order to continue these services, TCA relies on the very nominal $1 membership fee per calendar year. In order to insure the proper functioning and to maintain TCA as the outstanding consumer cooperative opportunity available to jobs and experience the benefits of TCA from now until the end of 1955! The membership fee is easily recoverable many times over in substantial savings! Send this application now! 1955 — TCA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION — 1955

**Phone: Line:**

**City: State: Tel. No.:**

**Number and Street:**

**New Member**

**Renewal**

**Enclosed is $10.00 Annual Membership Fee**


Your TCA Membership Card may be used by you and all members of your family.
Socialist Chester Visits UP Campus With Sound Car

by Theodore R. Feder

Robert Chester Militant Workers' Party Candidate for Congress from Philadelphia's fourth district visited the Pennsylvania campus last Thursday and was greeted by a not far from militant audience.

Chester, who is chairman of the Philadelphia branch of the socialist Workers Party, set up his loud speaker apparatus in front of the administration building and the union building and in front of College Hall. He began speaking at noon and attracted a crowd when supporter's distributed leaflets passedersby.

The candidate, who regards himself as a spokesman of "the underearned in a minority group member," drew many vociferous objections from the crowds when speaking on the ending of all foreign interventions. By this time he was more Korean, no more Guatemalan: let us recognize the new Chinese government and withdraw all American forces from that country.

Chester followed the outline of the party platform. He distributed leaflets and offered his views to everyone. "There is only one answer to unemployment," he said, "and that is to pay union wages."

Commenting on the two major parties, Chester said his party would stop many curious people on the street from the Franklin Institute.

Navy Defeats Penn For Fourth Victory

(Continued From Page One)

FORWARD PASSING

Navy end Bill Smith opened the second half scoring with a 31-yard touchdown pass from quarterback George Welsh after the Midshipmen had marched 68 yards in 11 plays.

A minute later, with the score reading 26-6, Neil Ryland fumblled the ball deep in his own territory with Navy tackle Jim Roger recovering. Wyche then spoiled end Ron Beagle in the end zone with a 13-yard touchdown.

With the Midshipmen leading 40-6 going into the final quarter, Navy's reserves dominated the remainder of the game. Bluet Burchett grabbed a Dick Richard pass for a touchdown on the fourth play of a 34 yard drive early in the quarter.

CLASSIFIED ADS

WHAT A BUY — CHESTERFIELD King Size (at the New Low Price) and Regular

Like Ben and Perry you smoke for relaxation, comfort and satisfaction. In the whole wide world no cigarette satisfies like a Chesterfield.

You smoke with the greatest possible pleasure when your cigarette is Chesterfield — because only Chesterfield has the right combination of the world's best tobaccos—highest in quality—low in nicotine.

In short, Chesterfields are best to smoke and best for you.

LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES